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The social and political paradigms in the last twenty-five years shifted radically. At the end of 

the Eighties, in fact, the world was divided by two political-military alliances, two models of 

development, two political systems. This was the cold war equilibrium, more pacific, also due to the 

presence of big nuclear arsenals and the two superpowers, United States and Soviet Union.  

The Soviet Union, during the early Nineties of last century, imploded and with it the whole system of 

alliances that had built in the world. The strategic-military alliances within its block, but also the 

connections not only with the p communist parties in the countries of the western block but also with 

National Liberation Movements that, during the second half the XX Century have promoted the 

decolonization process. These movements looked out upon, in way not always organic and coherent, 

a political and economic system similar to that Soviet for their Countries. 

The struggle of national liberation did not involve only States of recent independence but also 

Latin America all, looking for alternative models of development, alternative to the capitalistic 

model. Trying to put into practice «guerrilla war» elaborated by Ernesto Guevara and following the 

Cuban revolutionary example, these movements stirred in the full conviction of regenerating the 

political, economic and social life, in all the Countries of Latin America. There were, in short, political 

and social movements that took the terrorist path. The State response did not delay and was the 

«anti-revolutionary war». There is no historical consensus on the numbers of the victims: one can 

think that, for instance, for the Argentinian case historians think that almost 9.000 victims recognized 

during the last dictatorship, but there are researches that sustain that the number of desaparecidos 

reach around 30.000. Beyond the simple battle of numbers1, it is clear that Argentina as the rest of 

Latin America a real civil war that left a high number of persons dead. In the last years, violence has 

changed its skin. One can see, for instance, the case of the Fuerzas Armadas Revolucionarias de 

Colombia (Farc) that, from the early Nineties, met the drug traffickers of cocaine2. In this sense, the 

Colombian case signals as the organized crime entered in a conflict with political origins in order to 

transform it and to keep it alive and strong. It is not different the Mexican case, where the tentacles 

of the drug traffickers seem to have reached and foraged the actions anti-revolutionary movements 

against the Ejercito Zapatista de Liberation Nacional (Ezln) in Chiapas3. As for the Colombian case 

of the Farcs, in the violence promoted by the Ezln the crime connected to the international commerce 

of drug has had a big relief. These two stories confirm a tendency: Latin America is a region with tall 

rates of violence and crime. The last research published by the British organization Verisk 

Maplecroft, last December, has put in evidence this reality: Guatemala, El Salvador Salvador, 

Colombia, Venezuela, Mexico and Honduras are the countries of the area with great levels of crime4. 

Against this level of crime, Latin American States has responded with a militarization of the 

practice of security in particular way in Central America. Despite the strong efforts, made by the 

Centro-American States, to harmonize the actions of police against the these criminal (particularly 

drug traffickers) groups, today the solution still seems very hard to reach.  
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Few months ago, the president of Honduras, Juan Hem Hernández, declared, «We are facing a 

monster»5 : a monster, that crosses the national borders and that showed the needs for new 

competences for the military forces. 

A monster that claims victims and creates insecurity among the population. A monster of 

whose dimensions tell us the difficulties of the political institutions of Latin American States today.  

A monster that, however, for entity and for perspectives doesn't have nothing to do with the fratricidal 

civil war of the Seventies when violence represented one «legitimate tool» of the political life, a sort 

of «lesser evil» useful to save the Nation. It is not the same today. The violence is limited and 

circumscribed for facing the emergency of the stubborn and insidious crime organized, but not so 

much to put again in discussion the political and social paradigms of the Latin American Countries. 
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